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Those who love horse riding need to wear Equestrian clothing as a necessary preventive measure.
Shoes are the most important part of this activity. Special riding boots are available in the market,
which make your ride smooth and comfortable. Boots for horse riding can be shorter or longer
according to designs. However, each of them does prevents the leg of rider from getting pinched by
saddle. The shoes features unique heel, which ensures those feet, does never fall through stirrup.
Moreover, sole is smoother than normal shoes. This avoids the foot from being caught by the stirrup
or thread during accidental fall. 

Most of these shoes have hard layer near the toe part. This prevents the toe from being injured in
case of a fall. The best quality of riding shoes is those that are made from leather. It is essential for
every rider to own a good pair of leather riding shoes. It is not about fashion. What matters most is
the safety. However, always go for those shoes that offer comfort fit. Safety and comfort are two
features that need to be focused at while purchasing Riding Boots.

There are plenty of different models available in shoe stores. Hence it becomes quite tricky at times
to pick the best and most appropriate one. The only categories into which these shoes are divided
are Long & Short. Have a look at them in brief:

Long - These types of shoes are normally larger in size (in terms of heighted length). They are often
termed as â€œabove knee heightâ€• boots. They are made from leather or rubber. The rubber made ones
are less expensive and has been introduced in the market recently. The three sub categories of long
riding shoes include DRESS, HUNTER, & FIELD. 

i. Dress boots are a bit stiffer and does not feature for laces. They have a traditional look and are
available mostly in black color. 

ii. Hunting boots are quite similar in looks like dress shoes. However, they feature for a certain cuff
on top. They are also available in black color. They are mostly worn during fox hunting activity. 

iii. Field boots are lacing shoes that are extremely comfortable to wear. Due to presence of laces,
ankles enjoy a tighter grip. They are mostly used for several jumping activities like show jumping,
fox hunting etc. 

Short â€“ These shoes are of ankle length. They feature for elastic sides. These shoes are quite
practical, however, does never offer much of protection to legs as well ankles. They should be worn
while combining with gaiters and chaps. Jodhpur and Paddock are considered to be most famous in
this category. These boots are idea for young riders and children. They are much cheaper in price
when compared to long boots.
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For more information on a Riding Boots, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a Equestrian clothing!
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